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Topic I:
"Inventing alternative forms of development locally"
Subtopic 1:
Questioning
(discussed from February 19th to March 5th, 2001)
by Ina Ranson
  
(MACHINE TANSLATION FROM FRENCH, POST-EDITED FOR MISTRANSLATION ONLY)
André Levésque (original text in French)
For André Levésque, it is necessary not to confound development with growth. The growth is a sectorial and quantitative phenomenon, while development comes from a qualitative domain. The development is not in objects, but in conscience, clairvoyance and will of humans. What provokes development is awareness of the existing gap between what one is today and what one would like to be tomorrow.
On a given territory development is a global process that hires all actors and require to take in account reality as a whole. One enters "global" from the moment when he / she is interested more in relations between humans and things, than in things as such, because one exists by others.
Knut Unger (original text in English)
There are no well-defined concepts behind the expression development, but me may distinguish two tendencies: 1. the still dominant meaning of development as a radical heteronomy, forcing a foreign environment, 2. the reformist meaning of development as the autonomous praxis of systems that are penetrated by foreign forces. At any rate, inside the existing globalized world, it is scarcely possible to escape from development. The vague concept of sustainable development may offer decentral alternatives to the dominant system. We should also reflect about global development (north and south). And what about the underdevelopment of the industrialized world and of spatial development?
François Prochasson (original text in French)
For François Prochasson, the concept of development as synonym of progress is behind the time, but as it is still convenient for the economic actors they keep it. Development only has the sense only by qualitative that goes with it. "Sustainable development" could be a rich concept, but the use of the term is often misled. On the other hand it would be interesting to deepen the concept of a "responsible and solidarity development". The actors of this form of development would be the "classical decision-makers" as well as inhabitants, unemployed persons and excluded minorities.
 
Knut Unger puts here a question how to know for what does it serve the good decisions taken during big international conferences. The agenda of Habitat is a good text. But who is using it? In Germany, very often it is not at all taken into consideration in the Agendas 21. Is it necessary to start again the big debates, for example next June in New York? Or is it better to take part in regional initiatives? The initiatives of Habitat International are on the following Web site: www.habitants.org
Yves of Morsier (original in French)
Yves of Morsier underlines that those who speak about development must not forget that in this game are our values and our personal life styles. There is a big gap between what we preach and what we live. The colonialism, ethnocentrism etc. are results of individual behaviors. In which manner do we participate in oppressive development? It's a time that each of us have another look on the world and on life. It's also a time to renounce a single existing speech on development.
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 doubts that discussion on the methods of measuring cannot fall in a technocratic shortcoming for which to each problem corresponds a technical solution. But the technique itself can do nothing, it is only a tool. What counts are the objectives. Isn't there a risk that, ask Yves, that the term "integrated management of the territories" suggests a mirage of new techniques that saves the world? Measuring, he pursues, reduces the reality to its quantifiable aspect, according to the supreme standard in our society: money. The representation of the world can only come out very deformed. It's widening the gap between an encoded representation of the reality and its qualitative perception: beauty, love, life..."Measuring displaces the center of gravity of the essential (life) toward material (quantifiable)" and it participates in forging our representations. Above all, highlights he, it is necessary to define a project, an aim that dictates what and how one should measure.
 agrees with these observations, but highlights that the context of our civilization condemns us to calculate in order to try to save what still can be saved. Of course, an evocation of the world by poetry is "truer" than the representations which are results of measuring. But tools such as the eco-assessment and "footprints" must provoke a clear and constant awareness of the damages caused by our life style. It is necessary to fight so that a tool such as "the budget of the nature" that allows a community to calculate consumption of natural resources, has a long term and the same legal and policy status as the financial budget.
highlights that the problem of the universal measure eclipses all aesthetic and cultural values of landscapes, of man's relations with the nature, the whole sensitive part of rooting. It is perhaps a set of things that one doesn't wish to see destroyed that fixes the limit between the measurable and non-measurable.
, doing the summaries: In front of my interior eye, I've suddenly noticed a painting of Albrecht Duerer: The Fallen Angel - no, the title is probably "The melancholy". The angel stands surrounded by measuring instruments, as condemned, and a marvelous landscape in the background (where do I invent it in my memory?).
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 introduces the debate with the question: how to know if the concept of "territory" is a trap? Our workshop puts forward a vision of local and regional communication networks. But do these networks still need "territorial entities"? We risk to forget some important aspects of territories: they are defined by borders that either include or exclude, they are submitted to an economic control and to politics. For the movements of social emancipation, they can be a support, but not an objective as such. They can exclude people. They constitute the property of someone who has the right to exploit inhabitants. Finally, territories are always good for the approach of "development as usual", they are part of an exploitation strategy defined by economic powers.
The term "territory" doesn't invite to have a vision of emancipation. Knut suggests a set of other terms (region, earth, inhabitants, habitat, country...). Deterritorialisation and re-territorialisation of the economic process may offer an opportunity to redefine their own space of interaction and to oblige economic powers to change the ways they consider and define territories.
 finds it necessary to revise our vocabulary. "Territory" as a military term is surrounded by borders that have to be defended. But one can also understand "territory" from a personal point of view or from the point of view of a community: it is then a space with not clearly defined borders that invite to communicate and to exchange. However, the administration and the state stitch to the quasi-military definition.
The experiences of communities are very different, in particular for nomadic or very mobile societies. The administrative perception of territory as a field of exercise of an authority is incomprehensible for certain populations. In fact, we would need many other terms indicating always different perceptions or conceptions of the cosmos.
 reminds that according to Gilles Deleuze and Felix Guattari, territory is not necessarily defined by borders, but by the ways to move on earth. Territories are lived as vague. "A nomad creates his territory in a different way than a sedentary, an itinerant again in another way" and modern man and woman invent completely new ways. So Anne: "a bipolar Parisian and Breton internationalized in sporadic ways."
 fears that our documents neglect the risks of identity return towards territories, associated to ideologies of "communautarism" and nationalism, as it happens now for example in India. The discourse about anti-globalisation is sometimes ambiguous. Coming back to territories can be a political program as such. François reminds that the root of the word territory is the same as of the word terror. The concept of territory, developed by the FPH, is opposite to it, yet it may be recovered for another utilization. How many societies construct themselves on the base of rejection of others? And vice-versa, how many on the base of intercultural understanding ? In fact, all civilizations have been built on margins, where cultures and techniques rub against one another, often in confrontation.
On the other hand, François doesn't want to abandon the term territory so quickly: he shares the reserves that have been made, but he doesn't see how to substitute the word. Geographers use different terms to mark some specific connotations (place, space, proximity, soil). They designate groups associated to these spaces as "communities" or "societies". The term territory in the sense of "portion of space that corresponds with the rooting of a group" remains most convenient.
 also reminds that "territory stays in minds as a place delimited by borders necessary to defend. The violent territorial competition is so present in the reptilian brain of men and in their culture that it will probably take generations and generations to arrive to the concept of subsidiarity." This attitude is revealed in democracies by new feudal local authorities, by chauvinistic rivalries of villages, of regions, of countries. An experience of redefinition of the term has shown "all the difficulties associated to the application of propositions aiming to introduce an integrated and subsidiary management of territories".
Identity doesn't exist as such, it is only discerned in situations when rooting is threatened and when a person feels the need to affirm similarity with a group and with a specific character. In this process of rooting, the identity has a natural tendency to become sectarian.
Jean Charles even discovers that there exists a sectarian tendency in our Workshop, within the Alliance! Fortunately he makes some concrete proposals on how to get out of it. And he underlines that the return to questioning is fundamental to finalize our work.
 proposes to reflect more about the term of "rooting": a man's roots can be tied to several territories and several cultures. In general, it is because of injuries or wounds that people forget the other roots or elements of their identity. This is the case for example in regions of the ex-soviet empire where old wounds had been hidden, it is also the case of those who are thrown into confusion by economic internationalization.
The particular relation that a person maintains with a country or a territory is only one of the elements of his / her identity. The "tribal" conception of identity, as a result of an injury, can refer to a piece of soil, to a nation, to religious communities, etc. This "disease" or this epidemic emerges always when people experience a lack of respect, a lack of taking into consideration of an element of their identity. Therefore it is important to fight for the respect of all roots. Ina mentions the example of the international movement of Via Campesina, whose members fight for the right to land and to their autochthonous culture while opening themselves also to other cultures and while integrating, in the image of their own identity, an aspect of citizens of the world.
 appreciates "the subversive utilization" of the term territory introduced by Anne. As François, he underlines that it is however necessary to be careful with ideologies that could be associated with "roots" and with "territories". The Germans made ominous experiences in this domain. The earth, soil or territory are a gift never to be possessed in a metaphysical meaning.
In German, the term "Gegend" (more or less: region: the space around us) is in contradiction with the term "Gebiet", synonymous for "territory": only this last one is a governed space, surrounded by borders. This organization of the space has been introduced at least since the 16th century, by the military states. Today again, behaviorism refers to this still dominant definition of the term "territory". Maybe globalization gives us an opportunity to come over this conception.
The dominators always use religious, ethnic or scientific ideologies in order to legitimize their actions on commanded territories. And seldom dominated subjects could escape the trap of the ideological language, trap that make that those who give orders and those who are ordered act together in the construction of a territory. But "to get rooted" simply means involvement in life and awareness of history. Roots are tracks of our way to a livable world.
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In the debate on undertaking  introduces innovative ideas of "gender-mainstreaming". It seems important for him not to confound the difference man-woman with the difference masculinity-femininity! It is about valorising in our societies the values associated to the two sexes, for the two sexes. Therefore, the act of undertaking "must stop being so outrageously masculine and must finally integrate the feminine values."
Yves observes then a fundamental difference between the western attitude that wants to tame the nature, to master the world and the oriental attitude that look for a harmony with the nature, the man's integration in the universe. We have so many things to learn from Amerindian or Aboriginal societies. The ojibway tradition situates the man on the periphery of the cycles of interdependence: the man depends on everything that existed before him, but nor the mineral world, nor plants, nor animals depend on him. Aren't we parasites living in an artificial world cut from our roots? "Undertaking should not be a movement that makes our environment even more artificial", but it should help us find back our roots. Therefore, an important challenge would be: undertaking in a more feminine, more oriental, more natural way.
 speaks about the life of small farmers in Ireland who resist the dominant tendencies to introduce intensive agriculture, destructive for the environment, or to sell the lend that would be then submitted only to the purpose of tourism. The maintenance of her profession is in a way "undertaking" that answers to Yves' preoccupations. Susan also sends a catalogue of concrete recommendations, elaborated by a Buddhist woman in Ireland that lives herself in perfect harmony with the nature. Points of the catalogue indicate what each of us can make in order to find again this balance. Often it is about changing some simple daily habits, the habits considered as completely feminine. Recommendations concerning our way of consumption, our way to see and to listen, our habits regarding transportation. But one finds there the recommendation to write to different addresses in order to express his / her solicitude for the Ogoni people.
If you would like it, Susan is ready to send other recommendations.
As the field of undertaking is very vast,  asks if members of the forum know some specific examples showing how different territorial actors succeed to affirm themselves facing the power of the multinationals.
 answers that it is about "the eternal fight between the local and the global. The local that wants to survive, against the global that wants to swallow everything". And he tells the story of the construction of a pipeline through his country, the Caméroun: damages that affected the population living on that axes have hardly been taken into consideration by the responsible syndicate. It was necessary that people get together as a contesting force, that they contact international NGOs, that they get attention of financial agencies, notably the World Bank, on the ecological risks of the project, etc. Thanks to this long struggle, the plan of compensation has been rephrased with terms more favourable to the population. But it is necessary that population continues to fight for the respect of the plan.
Joseph mentions the example of the Ogoniland, in the Delta of Niger where lately some tragic events happened again.
Joseph has closely followed the history of the Ogoni. He transmits us his article on the "Sustainable Development and Locale Governance in Countries of the South: a Challenge of the Millennium" that you soon will be able to find on our Web site. This article retraces the history of the struggle of the Ogoni people: "the Ogoniland is only a shade of a territory previously noticed and distinguished for its agricultural value. Due to their frequency the explosions of the pipe-line, the gas emission, the soil pollution by the oil today are not a marginal phenomena anymore. Numerous infantile illnesses, chronic coughs, a bad bone formation, a lung cancer... that tragically cut off human, animal and plant lives. All these disasters in front of the impotence of the state, obsessed and blinded by the dictatorship of the petrodollar". The article also evokes the situation of the Pygmy, in the equatorial region of Cameroon, "zone of an abusive and non-responsible exploitation of wood. besides, it is about a population that is a victim of its own natural goods and resources". This type of economy "come" from abroad is implementation of a foreign model of development with strong interest and against the cultural identity of the population.
Joseph sends us a set of other files testifying the struggle for the "environmental justice".
The fortuitous exchange between Susan, Irish, and Joseph, Cameroonian, have given an introduction for the debate on the chapter 3: How to reinvent links between the local and the global?
 who has been following the Irish campaign in support of the struggle of the Ogoni, signals that the campaign has at least provoked a sudden awareness of the value of natural resources in the delta of Niger. She underlines the importance of such a campaign and gives indications on what is necessary to make a success. Finally, for those that want to deepen these themes she recommends a list of books and Networks.
On the other side, the forceful questions of  are not about confrontation, they rather lead us to think about possibilities to engage enterprises in a co-operation South-South and North-South. Shahid underlines that such projects require a strong engagement on behalf of the national and local governments in the North as well as on behalf of the international financial agencies, multinational corporations and NGOs. These different actors could agree on the realisation of a Local Agendas 21 that would constitute an excellent platform for negotiation and co-operation.
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, who follows the evolution of democracy in West Africa for years, finds that the wakening of the civil society is facing two obstacles: 1. lack of an adequate information for the African populations and 2. fear of repression. As an useful information is hardly being passed by the classic press, it is necessary to find some alternative forms to spread it. The African governments prefer to defend interests of the multinationals to the detriment of those of their populations, in this name they are ready to repress all the resistance.
Besides, Lucy mentions the example of Genetically Modified Organisms (GMO). In Africa there is a very little vigilance in relation to their progression. Yet, the populations would have interest to come back to themselves and to rediscover their own tradition. It is not about developing a hollow traditionalism, but to extricate lesson from the failed experiences of the industrialized countries as well as to see what is good in their own culture. Therefore, the major challenge is to achieve alternative forms of conscientization, responsabilization and resistance of the African citizens of all socioprofessional categories.
Lucy described us then the exemplary action of the West African Association for Development of Small-scale Fishing (L'Association pour le Développement de la Pêche Artisanale - ADEPA) that supports the operators of the small-scale fishing in West Africa. It brings them an adequate information and supports their actions, notably when they defend themselves against the European flotillas that come to fish in the African waters. Little by little the ADEPA becomes non-avoidable in decision-making process. For example, fishing professionals in Senegal obliged their government to give them a part of the financial counterpart of fishing agreements.
Like Lucy,  deplores that functioning and structuring of majority of the African countries don't open any breach to citizens which permits them to participate actively in the construction of the estate or to create a picture of the future and to imagine the axes and the consequent strategies. How can citizens in such situation develop the sense of responsibility? It would be necessary to associate the concerned populations to all the projects from the beginning, as well as to respect their longings and their values. Joseph strongly underlines that the challenge of the gouvernance is the same as that of the sustainable development.


